SPHERE CUTTERS
“YOUR LAPIDARY
GENERAL STORE”

MLS
Minnesota Lapidary Supply

Order Toll Free: (888) 612-3444
Web Site: www.lapidarysupplies.com

MINI SPHERE GRINDER by Covington
Grind spheres ¼" to 1" diameter. Dual 1/18 Hp. Motors, 115 VAC, automatic grit application,
spring loaded cutting heads and cutting angle adjustment. The downward slanted cutter cups and
shafts run the sphere in a bath of grit. This eliminates the need to constantly dab grit with a brush.
The angle of the cutting cups can be increased as the rough corners of the sphere grind off. Both
heads are spring loaded, so continuous adjustment is unnecessary. Unit comes complete with 1
grit pan, instructions, guarantee and one pair of ¼", 3/8", 5/8" and 7/8" cups.

MLS Part#: 263000

Price: $549.95**

LARGE SPHERE GRINDER by Covington
Dual 1/3 Hp., 115 VAC motors.
Automatic grit application with slurry bowl.
Spring loaded cutting heads.
Cutting angle adjustment.
Shielded arbor shafts and bearings.
Large metal cabinet with shelf.
Makes beautiful spheres 1 ¼" to 9" diameter.
Used silicon carbide cutting grit.

DIAMOND CUPS are
available for this
machine, please contact
us for information and
prices.

The downward slanted cutter cups and shafts run the sphere in a bath of grit. This
eliminates the need to constantly dab grit on with a brush, It also causes the grit
slurry to run away from the bearings. The angle of the cutting cups can be increased
as the rough corners of the sphere grinds off. Both heads are spring loaded, so
continuous adjustment is unnecessary. Unit comes complete with above features, 2
polishing buffs, 2 grit pans, instructions, guarantee and one choice of one pair of
cutter cups. Please state cup size when ordering. DIAMOND CUPS AVAILABLE
AS AN ADDER.

LARGE SPHERE MACHINE
MLS Part#: 264000*

Price: $1,650.00**

U-V LAMPS
VERSALUME by Raytech

UVSL-26P by U.V. Products

THE MOST VERSATILE & POWERFUL ULTRAVIOLET ON THE
MARKET TODAY. NEW DESIGN ALLOWS USE WITH BATTERIES
OR 115 A/C ADAPTER. Unit has both Longwave and Shortwave
capabilities. Compact design runs off of 4 “AA” batteries or on
provided 115 A/C adapter. Unit incorporates Raytech’s lifetime filters.
4 watt output. Lamp includes the book “The Story of Fluorescence”.

OFFERS BOTH STANDARD A/C &
BATTERY OPERATION. FULL 12 WATT
OUTPUT.
RECHARGEABLE internal
sealed lead acid batteries eliminates
replacements!!! Unit comes with both
Longwave and Shortwave filters. One
full charge of 24 hours gives 5 to 7 hours
of battery operation.
All models are
equipped with built-in charger that plugs
into standard 115 VAC. wall outlet. Lamp
contains dual light tubes and can operate
on one or two tubes.
Single tube
operation extends battery life.

VERSALUME
MLS Part #: 730100

MLS Part #: 730200

Price: $110.85

Price: $421.00

MLS is an authorized distributor for AMERITOOL, BARRANCA, BELT Inc., COVINGTON,
DIAMOND PACIFIC, ESTWING, FOREDOM, GRAVES, LAPCRAFT, LORTONE, MK
DIAMOND PRODUCTS, RAYTECH, TRUE SQUARE METAL PRODUCTS and many more!!!
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* - Item not normally stocked, special order item.
** - Special shipping charge for item.

